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ABSTRACT

Multiphysics simulations are becoming more prevalent in the numerical simulation field. Along
with the rise in computational power, improved numerical techniques have followed suit. Favorable
acceleration techniques for multiphysics simulations include interface quasi-Newton (IQN) methods,
most notably the inverse least-squares (IQN-ILS) and inverse multi-vector Jacobian (IQN-IMVJ)
methods. Both of these methods are available in the open source coupling library preCICE. Using
the IQN methods for difficult problems are non-trivial, requiring several problem dependent input
parameters to be specified at the start of the simulation, such as time-steps reused, filter type and
filter limit value. The filter and filter limit are used to delete any linear dependent columns in the
IQN coupling scheme [1].

Several test cases, ranging from 2D to more complex 3D geometries, were examined to determine
why certain input parameter combinations results in sub-optimal convergence and stability.

The initial coupling iterations were found to be the most impactful for convergence stability for both
variants, especially when used with an under-relaxation value for the first iteration. Deleting these
initial columns for various problems reduced the need for a filter for initial stability. Examining
the results of the QR2 filter (section 4.3 in [1]), it was found that columns are not deleted in
the majority of iterations. A new filter QR3 (modified QR2 filter), was introduced and found
to perform similarly while reducing the comutational complexity by an order of magnitude. An
automatic preconditioner reset was introduced for the IQN-IMVJ with SVD reset. This showed
moderate improvement for problems where the interface values changes by orders of magnitude,
such as a 3D dam wall problem, where the interface transitions from being surrounded by air to
surrounded by water. The IQN-IMVJ method is typically thought to provide good results without
filtering, however combined with the QR3 filter showed improvement with minimal additional
computational expense.

Finally, good practice guidelines are discussed for various problems that may be encountered and
good general input parameter values are suggested.
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